We present a novel approach to obtaining the basic facts (including Lidskii's theorem on the equality of the matrix and spectral traces) about determinants and traces of trace class operators on a separable Hilbert space. We also discuss Fredholm theory, "regularized" determinants and Fredholm theory on the trace ideals, c#~(p < oo).
INTRODUCTION
This note represents an approach to the abstract Fredholm theory of trace class (and more generally ~ = {A [ Tr(] A [~)< oo}) operators on a separable Hilbert space, ~v{,. There are few new results here but there are a set of new proofs which we feel sheds considerable light on the theory discussed. In particular, we would emphasize our proof of Lidskii's theorem (see Sect. 4): It was this new proof that motivated our more general discussion here.
To help emphasize the differences between our approach and others, we remark on the differences in the definition of the infinite determinant det(1 -I-A) for trace class A. First, some notations (formal definitions of algebraic multiplicity, for any orthonormal basis {4~}.~_1. The only two systematic analytic treatments of det(1 q-A) for abstract A ~ ~1 of which we are aware are those of Gohberg and Krein [7] and Dunford and Schwartz [4] who rely on the basic definitions (respectively) We use instead the definition (also used by Grothendiek [8] in his algebraic discussion of infinite determinants) ao det(1 -k tzA) = ~ t za Tr(An(A)) (1.4) q~O where An(A) is defined in terms of alternating algebra. Of course, any full treatment must, in the end, establish the equality of all three definitions. This equality is a consequence of the theorem of Lidskii [15] :
(and, as we shall see, the equality of the Definitions (1.4) and (1.2) implies (1.5)!). At first sight (1.5) seems trivial, but to appreciate its depth, the reader should consider trying to prove it for a quasinilpotent trace class operator (i.e., one with (0} as spectrum). The formula (1.2) is very natural but it is quite difficult to work with analytically. For example, even after one proves absolute convergence of the product (and so analyticity of det(1 +/~A) in/~), the analyticity of det(1 ~-A +/~B) in/~ is not easy to prove. We find the formula (1.3) quite unnatural as a general definition since tr(log(1 +/~A)) is singular for those/z with (1 ~-/~A) noninvertible and is only determined modulo 2rri. The main advantage of (1.3) is the small/~ expansion which leads to the formula of Plemelj [22] : act(1 -k A) -----exp (--1) n-1 Tr(A~)/n (1.6) which converges if Tr(I A I) < 1 (or more generally, if Tr(I A I p) < 1 for some p). While (1.6) is often called Plemelj's formula, we note that it occurs in Fredholm's original paper [5] ! Equation (1.6) is a useful motivation in the theory of regularized determinants (see Sect. 6).
In distinction, the formula (1.4) has the following advantages:
(i) Once one has the basic bound I Tr(An(A)r ~< (Tr(l A I))n/n!, the analytic properties of det(1 -k A) are easy to establish; e.g., det(1 H-A -k/~B) is obviously analytic as a uniformly convergent sum of polynomials.
(ii) The algebraic properties of the determinant, in particular, det(1 -k A) det(1 q-B) : det(1 q-A q-B + AB) follow from the functional nature of A ~. In the finite dimensional case, this is well known (see e.g., Lang [13] ). This formula occurs in Fredholm's original paper [5] proven via computation of various derivatives. Grothendieck [8] proves our Theorem 3.9 by the algebraic method we discuss. SA~RY SIMON (iii) If A is an integral operator (which is trace class) with a continuous kernel, (1.4) reduces to the definition of Fredholm [5] . This fact, which is useful for an abstract Fredholm theory (!) is far from evident from (1.2) or (1.3). While Eq. (1.4) is essentially Fredholm's definition, it is analytically simpler because of the possibility of using invariance of the trace; in particular one avoids Hadamard's inequality in proving the convergence of (1.4).
To distinguish our proof of Lidskii's theorem, (1.5), from those in [4, 7] we might compare them in the finite-dimensional case. In that case, there are two says of seeing (1.5): One can pass to a Jordan normal form, whence (1.5) follows by inspection (and the invariance of trace), or one can consider the characteristic polynomial, whence Eq. (1.5) follows by using the fact that the sum of the roots of a monic polynomial P(X) is the coefficient of its next to leading term. In essence, the proofs in [4, 7] are analogs of the Jordan normal form proof while ours is via a "characteristic polynomial": In brief, we prove Eq. (1.5) by "applying Hadamard factorization to Fredholm's determinant." A primary complication in the "normal form" proof of (l .5) is the lack of a normal form for quasinilpotent operators. This must be gotten around by a limiting argument [7] or by an argument that is essentially our proof in the special case where A is quasinilpotent [4] !. (In this case Hadamard's factorization theorem can be replaced by Liouville's theorem.) The only place that we need to appeal to a limiting argument from a finite rank approximation is in our proof that det(1 + A) det(1 + B) = det(1 + A + B + AB).
We should mention that Carleman [3] (and also Hille and Tamarkin [10] ) establish a Hadamard factorization of detz(1 + A)(see Sect. 6). In particular, had they choosen to look at the second term of the Taylor series in their equalities they would have for A Hilbert-Schmidt that
~(A)
Tr(A ~) = ~ A~(A) 2 i = 1 (but they did not choose to do this). Hille and Tamarkin [10] have similar formulas in the trace class case and one can easily prove Lidskii's theorem from their results (essentially by the method shown in Sect. 4).
The material we present here is "foundational" and so it is important to have some care in how one proves the basic facts about trace class operators and trace ideals, lest one introduce a circulaiity. Thus, let us sketch the basic definitions and facts, primarily following the discussion in Reed and Simon [24, 25, 26] : (2) ([26, Sect. XII.1, 2]; see also [19] ). Given h ~ a(A) with A ~ c~ and A # 0, one defines the spectralprojection Pa by
for all small e. Then Pa is a finite-dimensional (nonorthogonal) projection so that A leaves P~sf' and (I --Pa) W invariant. Moreover, a(A [" Pad/t = {h}, a(A ) (1 --P~)~¢') = a(A)\{A} and Ran Pa = {4' [ (A --),)~ ~b ~ 0 for some n}. We call dim (Ran Pa) the algebraic multiplicity of h. A list of all nonzero eigenvalues counting algebraic multiplicity of A is denoted by {h~(A)}f__(; ).
Remark. To define Eq. (1.8) all that is required is that )t be an isolated point of a(A) and the further properties of P~ all hold whenever Pa is finite-dimensional. Both conditions automatically hold if A ~ ~ and ~ ~= 0. One obtains (1.13) by writting a Jordan normal form for A on each F a (h an eigenvalue which is nonzero) and then applying a Gram-Schmidt procedure.
Remark. It is with some reluctance that we use this device since it requires a "Jordan normal form" for A. We emphasize it enters in our proof of Lidskii's
theorem only in the proof that )_2i=1 hi(A) < 0% something that can be proven by other means [7] .
(6) ([24, Sects. II.4 and VIII.10]; see also [18] ). Given oY', a separable Hilbert space, the n-fold antisymmetric product A~ is defined. If {~g}~_l is an orthonormal basis for Jr, then ~q ^ "" ^ ~ (il < i2 < " i~) is a basis for A~5¢ '. A~ is a natural subspace of @~ ~/o, the n-fold tensor product.
We conclude this introduction with a sketch of the contents of these notes. In our proof of Lidskii's theorem, we need to know that for A a~l,
~N(A)
(so that the definition (1.2) converges). As noted in [7] , /=1 l hi(A)l < oo this follows easily from Eq. (1.1) and the existence of a Schur basis, but we give an alternate proof of the more general Weyl [36] inequalities:
in Section 2. (For p ~ 1, these inequalities are associated with work of Lalesco [12] , Gheorghiu [6] , and Hille and Tamarkin [10] and forp = 2 with Schur [29] .)
This proof depends less on intricate convex function arguments than do the usual ones [4, 7] . In Section 3, we define (by Eq. (1.4)) the determinant for operators of the form 1 + A with A E W1, and in Section 4 we prove Lidskii's theorem. In Section 5, we illustrate the usefulness of the definition (1.4) by proving a determinant inequality (essentially found already in [33] ). In Seetion 6, we define det~(l + A) by: 15) and show it is defined for A ~ ,~ for p ~> n. Finally, in Section 7, we recover the usual Fredholm theory in abstract form. We remark that it is an interesting open question to establish the theorem of Lidskii in the Banach space setting (see [8, 14, 27, 28] ). Even Weyl's inequality, Eq. (1.14), forp = 1 appears to be open in this case. See added note (3).
SOME INEQUALITIES OF WEYL
Our goal here is to prove the inequality (1.14) and some related facts. We first note the following: The following is so basic to our proof of (1.14), that we overkill it with three proofs, each of which illustrates different aspects of the result. Proof. The general result follows immediately from the last two lemmas. Equation (2.7) then follows from the existence of a Schur 'basis" t%~,~=:r ~utm (see (5) in Sect. 1) takingf~ = g, = %. | These are the only inequalities from this section we will need later. However, we wish to make a few remarks about extending the method above by using a few additional "tricks." First we note that, by using the third proof of Lemma 2.2, we can conclude that Remark. In particular, (2.13) with r = 1 is the 6(x) = ln(l + x) result of Weyl mentioned above. 
.~,k(A))(i 1 < ... < i,~).
Thus: 
Proof. Equation ( 
For any ~, I F(z)) ~ C(~) exp(e ] z l)-
Remark. This is not quite the same as Hadamard's theorem. For, in general (2) only implies that ~2~1 ] z,~ 1-1-~ < oo, and F(z) = e ~ I~=1 (1 --zz~ ~) e~/~ with a = --~°° 1 z~ 1 (conditional convergence with ] z 1 I ~< J z 2 I ~ = ~); this is a theorem of Lindel6f [17] , see [1] ). However, our proof is essentially a piece of a standard proof of Hadamard's theorem (see, e.g., [35] ).
Proof. Let G(z)= I]~__~ (1 --zz~ 1) which is convergent to an entire function by (3). Since F(z)/G(z) is an entire nonzero function,

F(z) -= G(z) e ~'~).
Now for fixed R, let z 1 ,..., z~ be the zeros of F with ] z~ I < R/2. Then for 
so F(z)(I-l~l 1 --zz71) -1 = HR(z) has supl~l<R ] H•(z)] <~ C(e) e ~R. It follows by the Borel-CaratModory theorem [35, pp. 174-175]that for[z] ~<1
I In H~(~)I ~ 2(½ R --I)-~[ER -5 In C@)],
. (Lidskii's Theorem [15]). Tr(A) ----~N(~)j=. hj(A)for _/1 • Tl-
Proof. The term linear in /~ in the Taylor expansion of det(1 -4-/xA) ~ is
~N(A)
Tr ( although alternate proofs avoiding (1.4) have been found by: Lieb [16] and Kato (unpublished; see [32] ). Seller and Simon [33] have proven a variety of complicated inequalities tailor made for their study of the Yukawa~ quantum field theory. By using their method, we can prove an inequality of some general interest that illustrates the applicability of (1. for all self-adjoint C with --1 ~ C. Now, let A~(C) be the eigenvalues of C ordered by ;~l(C) ) ---) --1. Then:
~< e" exp(Tr (C)) since --~=i ,~(C) ~< n. |
REGULARIZED DETERMINANTS
It was realized quite early that Fredholm's original 1903 theory was not applicable to a wide class of integral operators of interest. In 1904 Hilbert [9] showed how to extend the class of operators which could be treated by replacing K(x, x) by zero in all formulas and Carleman [3] later showed that this definition worked for all operators which are now called Hilbert-Schmidt. Contributions to this line of development were made by Lalesco [11] who, in particular, realized when Tr(K) was finite, Hilbert's determinant "det~" and Fredholm's determinant, "detl" were related by det~(1 + A) = detl(1 q-A) exp(--Tr(A)), and by Hille and Tamarkin [10] and Smithies [34] .
In a 1910 paper that has been widely ignored, Poincar6 [23] , apparently unaware of Hilbert's work, studied integral equations f--=-(I + K)g where some power of K, say K5 is an operator to which Fredholm's theory can be applied. By using this theory for K5 he was able to show that
det , =--exp(L )
is well defined by the series for [/x [ small and defined by analytic continuation an entire function. The interesting feature of Poincar~'s work is his ability to reduce the estimates to those of Fredholm except for K '~. Motivated by the Hilbert-Carleman-Smithies line of development, det~ has been systematically developed by Gohberg and Krien [7] and Dunford and Schwartz [4] . The theory of det 4 was independently developed by Brascamp [2] .
In this section, we wish to establish the main properties of det,(1 -~ A). Unlike most of the treatments discussed above, we avoid the need for any new estimates in defining det,, by reducing the analysis (following Seiler [30] ) to what we have already discussed in defining de h (see Lemma 6.1 below). In philosophy (but not techniques), we thus follow Poincar6. Our approach partly follows the appendix of [32] . In particular, we follow the proof of (3.7) in proving that det,(1 + A) is Lipschitz on cg,~--a continuity statement that appears to be new. LEMMA 6.1 (essentially in [30, 32] 
If A ~ cg,, then R,~(A) e 51 . If f (z) is an analytic function with values in cg,~ (analytic as a qY,-valued function), then R~( f (z)) is a function analytic as a 5a-valued function. n--1 le
Proof. Let 
Moreover, for A E ~.-i :
and, in particular, for A E (gl :
Remark. Equation (6.2) is natural from the point of Hademard's theorem which we have been emphasizing. For if we only know that ~2~=1 [ )~,,(A)I ** < oo and we want a function "det" (1 -[-/zA) with zeros precisely at/z = --h~(A) -1, we need a canonical product of genus (n --1).
Proof. By the spectral mapping theorem, the eigenvalues (including algebraic For later purposes we note that there exists a constant F~ with
exp Equation (6.5) is obvious, since it clearly holds for I z[ > ~ (for any ~) and for ] z J small since the left side is 1 -]-0(z n) for z small. We remark that l"x = 1, F z = ½, and for any n /"~ ~ 1In (by using z small) /",~ ~ e(2 q-In n) [20] , also/'4 ~ ~ [2] . 
Then: [f(A)--f(B)l ~IIA--BI[G(IIAI[+IIBH+ I) (6.7)
for all A, B E X. Since g'(z) = if(z) g(z), we find that Proof. Since det(1 +/~A) is an entire function, it clearly has an expansion (6.11) converging for all /,. The coefficients need only be found for small tz. By Lemma 6.7, (6.12) and (6.13) are equivalent to /" \ oo
Proof. Letg(z) = f(½(A + B) + z(A --B)). Theng is entire in z and
If(A) --f(B)[ = [g(½) --g(_l)[ sup ] g'(t)] -½<t~<~ ~< k-1 sup I g(z)[ Izl-<</c+½"'" 0 "'" O "'' 0 .,, "°" 1 • "- b I nB~ = n!(blB~_l/(n --1) ! --b2B~_~/(n --2)! ~----),(6.
)
for small/~. This follows by using Lidskii's theorem and the product expansion for det,(1 +/zA). | Remark. The beauty of (6.12) is that det(1 + A) has an expression in terms of Tr(A ~) and when Tr(A), Tr(A2),..., Tr(A n-l) are set equal to zero in this expression, we just get det,(1 + _//).
FREDHOLM THEORY
The basic result of the Fredholm theory is the ability to write (1 + /zA) -1 as a quotient of explicit entire functions of/~. The "higher minors" of Fredholm will not be discussed here but we note they are essentially the functions [A~_//(I + /~A) -a] det(1 + t~A): See [32] for methods of estimating these objects. We begin by deriving formulas due to Plemelj [22] and Smithies [34] for the numerator in this quotient and then we discuss Fredholm's original formula. 
Proof. Equation (7.4) follows by definition of D~)(A). ]
In practical computations, one would like to estimate the error made by dropping the tail of the power series defining det~(1 -F/zA) and (~) D. (A). Such estimates follow from Cauchy estimates and bounds on the growth of the functions as /z--+ oo. Our approach here is patterned after that of Dunford and Schwartz [4] . We have already seen that [ det~ (1 - 
We now prove such estimates on D(un)(A). We first note the following estimate from the appendix to [32] (see also [4] ): Remark. The idea used in these estimates is similar to that by Smithies [34] in his convergence estimates. Remark. To bound the higher Fredholm minors, we would use the fact that they are higher derivatives of det(1 + A + ~B)(see [32] ).
As a final topic in the Fredholm theory, we obtain abstract formula for the coefficients of D•i)(A) which agree with Fredholm's formulae [5] for concrete integral operators. Let ~f be a Hilbert space and @~ 5¢t ° its n-fold tensor product. We define the "partial" trace from ~1(@~ ~) to ~1(9f') by (for C compact): Remark. The last statement is obvious also from the Plemelj-Smithies formulas.
Proof. By (7.10), for C finite rank: for A finite rank and, so, by a limiting argument for any A. This proves Eq. (7.12). I ACKNOWLEDGMENT It is a pleasure to thank T. Kato and L. Zalcman for useful correspondence, A. Wightman and most especially E. Seiler for useful discussions. We emphasize that much of Sections 5 and 6 appear implicitly in our joint work with Seller [31] [32] [33] (see especially the appendix to [32] ).
